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1. Performance measurement : Measuring the time taken by a code is one of
the most common steps in calculating the e�ciency of a system. Time
taken for the same function varies according to di�erent factors like the
choice of algorithm, programming language, data structures, and garbage
collection.

In Python, you can get an idea about the time taken by using the UNIX
time() command.

(a) Check out the various sorting algorithms written in SML (click on
SML programs on the homepage to �nd the �le sort.sml). Translate
these algorithms into Python code to sort an integer list. Compare
the time taken by each algorithm for the same input lists. Vary the
size of the lists and note the e�ect on the di�erence in the time taken.
Varying the size by one or two elements may not show any perceptible
di�erence; try doubling the list length instead.

(b) Use the built-in sort() function in Python to sort the input lists.
Compare the time taken with the functions you wrote for part (a).
Is it advantageous to use the built-in sort function of Python?

(c) Write Python code for binary search (see binsearch.sml under SML-
programs) and linear search for integer lists. Compare the time taken
for the same input lists. Which is better for shorter lists? and for
longer lists?

[Note: Using time() does not yield the garbage-collection
time in the case of Python]

In SML, you can use the following higher order function to get the time
taken by your function:

fun timer f n =

let val zz = Timer.startCPUTimer ()

in ( f(n), Timer.checkCPUTimer(zz))

end;

(a) Compare the time taken by each sorting algorithm for the same input
lists. Vary the size of the lists and note the e�ect on the di�erence
in the time taken.
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(b) Now compare the time taken for the same functions in SML and
Python. Which language gives a better time on average?

2. File I/O and STDIO : Refer to the �les fileIO.sml, stdIO.sml and
smlio.sml under SML porgrams in the home page.

(a) Write a function that takes an input string from the console and
prints all the unique words in the string. For example, if the user
enters

This is an example of an input string and this is taken from
console

the output will be
This 2
is 2
an 2
example 1
of 1
input 1
string 1
and 1
taken 1
from 1
console 1

Implement this is in both SML and Python.

(b) Extend the above function such that it takes input from a given �le
input.txt which may have more than one sentence and saves all the
unique words in a �le output.txt along with the frequency of each
word. Implement this is in both SML and Python.

3. As in SML, matrices can be represented in Python as lists of lists in row-
major order. Write Python functions to perform the following matrix
operations:

(a) determining whether a list of lists is a matrix

(b) determining whether a matrix is a square matrix

(c) Addition of matrices

(d) Subtraction of matrices

(e) Multiplication of matrices

(f) Transpose of a matrix

The functions should �ag errors at appropriate places. Also see the time
taken by the above functions by varying the matrix dimensions especially
for matrix multiplication. What is the time complexity of these functions?
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4. Use the higher order Python function map to design the following functions:

(a) Capitalize all elements in a list of letters (some of them may not be
letters at all; there may also be some which are already in capitals)

(b) Divide each element by 2 in a list of numbers

(c) Find the length of each string in a list of strings

5. Use the higher order Python function reduce to design the following func-
tions:

(a) Concatenate a list of lists into a single lists. (Hint-Use the '+' oper-
ation)

(b) Convert a list of digits to a number ([1,2,3,4] to 1234)

(c) Find the LCM of 3 or more numbers

6. Use the higher order Python function filter to design the following func-
tions:

(a) Print all even (and similarly odd) numbers in the list

(b) Print only lower case letters in a list of alphabets

(c) Return all multiples of 3 less than 100

7. Use the above higher order functions to design a function that takes a list
of numbers and returns the cumulative sum that is, a new list where the
0-th element is the 0-th elemnt and the (i+1)-st element is the sum of the
�rst (i + 1) elements from the original list. For example, the cumulative
sum of [1, 2, 3, 4] is [1, 3, 6, 10].

8. Consider the function fastpower (somewhere in the slides) which �nds
the value of xn for any integer n and real number x in O(log2 n) multipli-
cations.

(a) Design a similar powering algorithm in the imperative style for square
matrices of reals so that the number of distinct matrices used is
no more than three.

(b) Prove the correctness of your algorithm.

(c) Implement your algorithm in both SML and Python.
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